Kane Street Walkers  
Brooklyn Birding in Brooklyn Bridge Park

Song of Songs 2:12  
The time of the nightingale is come, and the voice of the turtledove is heard in our land.

brooklyn birding suggestions and etiquette

1. You need binoculars to see birds, so walkers should bring a pair, preferably with a wide field of vision. Anyone who can bring an extra pair should let me know. I have one spare pair.

2. We will follow birders etiquette. (Yes, there are formal rules). Often you need to stay quiet to not disturb the birds. I therefore ask no really young children and no dogs except service animals.

3. When we first gather I can talk briefly about what got me interested in birding and why Brooklyn and NYC are great places for it. We'll review how to look at a bird and the role of amateur birders in citizen science.

I'm looking forward to sharing my passion with Kane Streeters. I'll also hope for decent weather because serious rain cancels – Marisa Wohl, Kane Street Birder